
North loses interest in Reconstruction 

 

� Grant's presidency 

o war hero, elected in 1868 

o proved a weak president, who delegated much authority to his subordinates 

o Grant's subordinates got caught in numerous scandals 

� first term of office 
� Grant's brother-in-law joins attempt to corner gold market, which goes 

bust, losing thousands 
� His Vice-President gets caught in Credit Mobilier (a construction company) 

scandal, attempting to skim profits illegally from the Union Pacific Railroad 

(1871) 
� second term of office 

� despite scandal, Grant still popular and gets reelected in 1872 

� In 1875, Orville Babcock, Grant's personal secretary got caught taking 
bribes from whiskey distillers in return for allowing them to avoid paying 
liquor taxes 

� In 1876, Grant's secretary of war took bribes to sell positions as Indian 
agents in the west, positions that were very profitable to those who got 
them 

� Grant knew little about these scandals, and his integrity was never 

really questioned (although his intelligence was) 

� One historian has labeled this the "era of good stealings" 

 

 

• The northern economy 

o The northern economy had lurched forward in fits and starts during the years after the Civil 
War, with little real stability 

o Panic of 1873 

� setting off a major panic on the stock market and in the financial world (Collapse of 
Freedmen's Savings Bank) 

� Nation went into a six-year long depression 

 

 

• Support for Reconstruction wanes 

o While North deals with scandals and economic problems, southerners urge the 

government to end Reconstruction 

o Northerners are tired of the wrangling and expense of maintaining the 

Reconstruction forces 

o Idealism of creating a nation where whites and blacks are treated equally (at 

least in politics and law) hard to keep going 

o Support for Reconstruction wanes in both the Congress and public 

o Still Congress manages to pass the Civil Rights Act of 1875--which attempted to 

enforce the provisions of the 14th and 15th amendments 

 

 
New South  

• Transformation of southern economy 
o South's infrastructure destroyed during the Civil War 

� Roads, RRs, etc. are gone 

� Shortage of credit or banks 
� Weaknesses of education system 

o Rise of the New South economy 
� Sharecropping 
� Extractive industries 
� Textile mills 

o Northern control of the southern economy 
 



Reconstructing the South 

 

A. Election of 1876 
1. Republican – Rutherford B. Hayes of Ohio – War veteran, reformer, clean 

reputation (no more scandals) 
2. Democrat – Samuel Tilden – Governor of New York – had stopped the Boss Tweed 

ring, wanted to limit government involvement, return to gold standard. 
3. Results – Tilden seems to have won—needed 185 electoral votes had 184 with 20 

in dispute.  SC, LA, and FL had cheated.  Republicans threw out Tilden votes and 
announce Hayes was the winner 

4. A slanted electoral commission set up in Congress gave the election to Hayes 
5. Southern representatives refused to hold the electoral count—threatened to 

postpone the election indefinitely.   

6. Received concessions to allow Hayes be Pres. 
                     a. South would be ruled by home rule – no more oversight from Federal govt. 
                     b. Wanted a say in Hayes’ cabinet 
                     c. Wanted Federal govt. to fund internal improvements in South 

7. Result was Hayes was president � but South could end reconstruction, nullified 

14th and 15th amendment, and allowed black codes and KKK to thrive for next 80 
years. 

B. Black culture in the US 
1. White South was reconciled to the Union at the expense of black Americans. 
2. Supreme Court declared Civil Rights Act of 1875 void, turned very conservative on 

both business and social affairs �  Govt. should not be involved in improving 

society. 
3. 90% of blacks lived in South: 

a. 2 separate societies developed 

b. Jim Crow laws kept blacks and whites segregated in virtually all areas   
c. Jobs for black citizens were in their own society, or to serve a white 

“master”.   
4. Plessy v Ferguson upheld separate but equal 

5. Right to vote was taken from most black men – used poll taxes, registration laws, 
and literacy tests (also threats of violence) 

6. Booker T Washington – Black leader preached that black Americans should accept 

conditions as they were and simply try to improve themselves as a group. 
(Atlanta Compromise speech) 

C. Redeemers – the new leaders of the South – mainly Democratic – removed many of the 
changes Reconstruction had implemented.  They cut taxes and the level of services: 

1. Removed support for schools, and used prisons and prisoners as a source of free 
labor for new industries. 

2. Tried to create industries as they rebuilt the South: 

     a. not very successful – result was selling of resources to Northern industries 
3. Most of South still used sharecropping system – were controlled and abused by 

creditors 
4. Industries that were created were low wage, low skill of processing crops or 

resources of the South 
D. Comparison of North and South 

a. South - per capita income $376 in 1880 
b. North - per capita income approx. $1000 

c. The South lagged behind the North in income, education, public health and 
standard of living 

 

 



Rise of the Ku Klux Klan 

 

A. Essentially a rebellion against "radical’ rule; in effect, terror wing of Democratic party. 
      1. Goal: Overthrow Reconstruction governments in the South and replace them with white  

supremacy oriented Democratic government. 
      2. Many whites resented success and efficacy of black legislators as they did the alleged  

corruption of Carpetbaggers and Scalawags. 
      3. KKK, the "Invisible Empire of the South," founded in TN in 1866 � Consisted of whites  

from all classes in the South 

B. Used terrorism while clad in white sheets to intimidate blacks and Carpetbaggers. 
      1. Flogging, mutilation, or murder common against black and white Republicans. 
      2. Became effective in many areas for discouraging blacks from attaining their rights. 
C. Succeeded in decimating Republican organization in many localities – In response, new  

southern governments looked to Washington for survival. 
D. Force Acts of 1870 and 1871 (also called Enforcement Acts) -- 1871 law also called "KKK Act" 
      1. Federal troops were sent to quell the KKK’s intimidation while terrorist groups were  

outlawed -- Significance: 1st time federal government protected individuals, not local  
authorities 

      2. Moderately successful in destroying the KKK yet much KKK intimidation had already had  
an effect. 

      3. By 1872, Klan no longer a major political force in the South. 
      4. BUT - acts repealed by Democrats over 20 years later 
 
 

 
 
 

Rise of the Solid South 

      
A. White supremacist Solid South dominated by Democrats in each state. 
      1. Remaining Republican governments in South collapsed 

      2. Republican Party dead in South for about 100 years. 
      3. Southern resentment and humiliation would last generations. 
      4. Beginning increased violence and discrimination toward blacks 

B. Redeemers: coalition of prewar Democrats, Union Whigs, 
      1. Confederate army veterans, and individuals interested in industrial development -- Rise  

of many ex-plantation owners (sometimes called "Bourbons") 
      2. Sought to undo changes brought about by the Civil War. 

      3. Committed to strict economic & political control of blacks and reduce scope of state  
government. 

      4. Won many local elections in 1870s vowing to dismantle the "corrupt" Reconstruction  
system. 

      5. Policies affected blacks and poor whites alike -- Exacerbated class strife and racial  
violence that followed the Civil War. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



Post-Reconstruction Civil Rights: Road to institutional discrimination 

 

 

A. Reconstruction failed to empower blacks politically -- The white South openly disregarded the  
14th & 15th Amendments for several generations. 

 

B. Sharecropping became a wide-scale practice keeping blacks tied to plantation owners w/ crop  
lien laws, which facilitated the binding of blacks unable to pay their debts. 

 
C. Civil Rights Cases, 1883 

     1. Court claimed 14th Amendment protected individuals from state action, not individual  
action -- Overturned Civil Rights Act of 1875 which protected individuals in states. 

     2. Significance: a discouraged Congress didn’t pass another Civil Rights law until 1957. 

 
D. Wholesale disenfranchisement began in 1890 -- achieved by intimidation, fraud, and trickery. 
     1. Poll taxes & property requirements; literacy tests administered unfairly to favor illiterate  

whites. 

     2. "grandfather clauses" aimed to reduce number of black voters while enfranchising white  
voters -- Required citizenship prior to establishment of 14th Amendment 

     3. Gerrymandering 

     4. "Jim Crow" laws in 1890s (beginning in 1881) intended to segregate blacks in public  
facilities: e.g., public schools, railroad cars, restaurants 

 
E. Lynchings as a form of intimidation 

     1. During 1890s, 200 blacks were lynched per year; 4/5 in the South. 
     2. Lynchings in 1892 (230) all-time high followed by 1884 (211). 
     3. Lynch law and mob rule competed with justice in many areas. 
     4. Ida B. Wells-Barnett: Black journalist who launched an international anti-lynching  

movement whose goal was a federal anti-lynching law. 
 
F. Booker T. Washington and education for African Americans 

     1. 44% of non-whites illiterate in 1900; most from the South. 
     2. Became head of the black normal and industrial school at Tuskegee, AL in 1881 -- Taught  

useful trades as a means toward self-respect and economic equality, rather than a  
classical, education -- Started with only 40 students who literally built the school. 

     3. Advocated policy of accommodation in which he grudgingly accepted segregation in return  
for the right to develop economic and educational resources of the black community. 

           a. Urged blacks to adopt white middle-class standards in speech, dress, and habits so  

blacks would gain respect of whites. 
           b. Established in the "Atlanta Compromise" - 1895 (paves way for Plessy v. Ferguson) 
     4. Ironically, Washington labored secretly against Jim Crow laws and racial violence, writing  

letters in code names and protecting blacks from lynch mobs -- His efforts, however, 

were little known in his time. 
 
G. Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) capped the failure of Reconstruction by making it constitutional  

to segregate the black and white races: "Separate but equal" 

     1. Court ruled that separation was legal so long as facilities were equal. 
     2. This ruling henceforth applied to schools and other public places. 
     3. Remained intact until Brown v. Board of Education in 1954 

 


